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From Fire Emblem Heroes Wiki You can look for:Robin: High DelivererRobin: Mystery TacticianRobin: Seaside TacticianRobin: Fell ReincarnationRobin: Fell VesselRobin: Fall Vessel General Quotes Misc Heroic Ordeal All statistics have a degree of variation. The statistics growth page explains how the variation works. Level 1
statsRarityHPAtkSpdDefResTotal120/21/226/7/85/6/76/7/83/4/545220/21/227/8/95/6/77/8/93/4/547321/22/237/8/96/7/87/8/94/5/650421/22/238/9/106/7/88/9/104/5/652522/23/248/9/107/8/98/9/105/6/755Level 40
statsRarityHPAtkSpdDefResTotal134/37/4024/26/2923/25/2824/26/2916/18/21132~133235/38/4126/29/3224/27/3026/29/3217/19/22142~143338/41/4428/31/3427/30/3328/31/3419/22/25155439/42/4530/33/3628/31/3430/33/3620/23/26162541/45/4832/35/3831/34/3732/35/3822/25/29173~175Growth RatesThis set of values, after being multiplied by a rarity factor, determines
how much each stat will increase from level 1 to level 40, see stat growth. RarityHPAtkSpdefResTotal350%60%60%40%275%Statistics between levels 1 and 40For the statistics between level 1 and 40, see this page. Skills to Edit Source Weapon (edited source editing) NameMightRangeDescriptionSPDefaultUnlockIron Lance61-5011Steel Lance81-10032Tannenboom!101If the
enemy initiates the fight, grants Atk/Def/Def/Res-2 during combat.20043Tanboomnen! 141If the enemy initiates the fight, provides Atk/Spd/Def/Res-2 during combat.30055Tannenboom! Helpers edit the source of editing NameRangeDescriptionSPDefaultUnlockReciprocal Aid1Unit and target ally swap HP. (Neither can go above their HP max.) 15043 Special Programs (edit the
source of editing) This unit does not have special skills. TypeNameDescriptionSPUnlockABrazen Atk/Spd 1On the start of the battle, if hp unit ≤ 80%, provides Atk/Spd-3 during combat.603Brazen Atk/Spd 2On the start of the battle, if HP units ≤ 80%, provides Atk/Spd-5 during combat.1204Brazen Atk/Spd 3 Start of the battle, the start of the battle, the start of the battle, the start
of the battle, the beginning of the battle, the beginning of the battle, the beginning of the battle, the beginning of the battle. if HP ≤ 80%, provides Atk/Spd-7 during combat.2405CArmor March 1In the beginning of the move, if HP units are 100% and the unit next to the armored ally, unit and adjacent armored allies, can move 1 additional space. (Just this twist. 601Armor 2 MarchIn
the beginning of the queue, if HP ≥ 50% unit next to the armored ally, the unit and adjacent armored allies can move 1 additional space. (Just this twist. 1202Armore March 3In the beginning of the queue, if the unit is adjacent to an armored ally, the unit and adjacent armored Allies can move 1 additional space. (Just this twist. 2404 View Source Share マユニト, My Blockフレ,
Reflet may contain spoilers Forneus (Possible ancestor)Validar (Father) Unnamed MotherMorgan (Child) Shepherd Tactics (Destiny) Men:Yoshimasa Hosoya (Awakening, Destiny, Heroes, Warriors)Toru Okawa (Awakening) (Awakenings) Ruff (The Awakening)Wendy Lee (The Awakening)Lauren Land (The Awakening, Heroes, Warriors) We're not pawns of some kind of fate
scenario. I believe we are bigger. Much more... There's something between us. What keeps us together... As... invisible connections connecting us. -Robin talks to Chrome in Chapter 14 The Awakening Robin is a character in Fire Emblem Awakening and one of the game's three main characters serving as a detetagongist. Like Avatar, their name and appearance are customized
by the player. Profile Prelude In the original timeline, after Robin and Chrome defeated Validar at the Dragon Table, Robin becomes obsessed with Grima and kills Chrome. Robin's consciousness is fully captured by Grima in this timeline, which uses her vitality to channel her powers through their bodies. When Lucina and the other children try to escape into the past, Grima
follows her to stop her. Returning to the present, Grima tried to fill the real Robin with his memories; however, Robin's body was not strong enough to preserve memories, weakening Grima's power. Robin developed amnesia as a result, however they retained their name and their skill with the tactics of war. Because Grima poured their memories into Robin, they sometimes flash
with memories of their future version from time to time, resulting in migraines. Ylisse-Plegia War At the beginning of the game, Robin lies unconscious on the field when they are rescued by the Shepherds of Chroma. Despite the loss of memory, Robin has a great knowledge of combat and serves as their tactics. Leading Chrome and The Shepherds through a long campaign to
protect Ilsissa from the pleogies, Robin becomes Chrome's trusted war adviser and eventually leads to The Victory of Chrome over Gangrel. If the female Robin marries Chrome, she will become the new queen of Ilina and give birth to Lucina two years later. Conquering Valma Two years after Gangrell's defeat, the Valmes Empire lands in Port Ferox. Although they were
recaptured, it was only the avant-garde, and realizing that defeat is inevitable if the enemy continues to land forces, Robin suggests catching them at sea, leading to a meeting with the new king of Plegia to search for ships. Chrome and Robin decide to talk to the new King of Plegia, who is none other than Validar, who was killed in the assassination attempt on Emmerin, although
none of them knew about it. Validar also introduces his hierophant, who looks exactly like Robin, and even presents himself under the same name. However, Validar gives Chrom and Robin the necessary provisions to go to war. That evening, Robin's voice rings. Validar appears and shows that Robin is a descendant of the long line of Grimlil leaders and the first to have all the
markings to become his vessel. However, overcoming the emotions, Robin's mother took them out of the crib and fled from The Plegia Before Validar can try to influence Robin to join him, he is forced to flee when Chrome arrives. Robin shakes off this event like the Sunday attack of the Army of Chrome. Almost fighting off all the Sundays, the man manages to de warp behind
Chrom and almost kills Liss, but Mart suddenly goes to the battlefield and rescues them. After Marte reveals that she is Lucina, she shares a moment with Chrome, Robin and Lissa, where she tells them about the future from which she came: the future, where everyone in the army dies. If Lucina is Robin's daughter, Lucina will share a tender reunion with her. Despite this new
development, Chrome and Robin are preparing to travel through The Wall to stop Walhart. Sometimes Robin is struck by migraines, but they ignore these headaches and focus on their goal. After a long campaign, Robin leads the Army of Chrome to victory over Valhart and the forces of Valmes. By the end of the war, they had collected four of the five emblem gems. The fate of
the world After the wash of Walhart, Chrome and Robin receives the news that Validar is going to give them the last gem for the Emblem of Fire, but Validar betrays Chrome and tries to take the Fiery Coat of Arms from Chrome. Robin, Chrome and Lucina try to escape from the castle, but right now, when they are about to escape, Validar Waeps and attacks Chrome. Validar
orders Robin to take the Fire Herb from Chrome, which they do against their will, and gives it to Validar, who disappears after accepting the Emblem. Later, Lucina decides to talk to Robin in private. After watching Validar control Robin, she digs out that Robin killed Chrome against their will. Lucina reluctantly decides to kill Robin so that this does not happen, although they have a
choice to make her decision or try to stop her. However, just as she is about to do so, Chrome stops her and tells her to trust in the army bonds that she performs. Also, if Lucina is married to Robin's man, whatever his choice, she won't go through this after he tells her to find someone to keep her happy when he's gone. If Robin is her mother, Lucina conflicts and can't bring
herself to kill her own mother. Before confronting Validar at the Dragon Table, Robin promises Chrome to be ready to kill them, in case Validar again controls them, to which Chrome reluctantly agrees. Reaching Validar in the Dragon's Table, Validar reveals that Robin was born to be a vessel for the Pala Dragon of Grima, because Robin possesses the Heart of Grima. Robin
carries a Grima sign on his right hand, a symbol of their role as Grima's ship. After defeating Validar, it seems that Robin is obsessed with Grima once again and kills Chrome. However, this is a ploy showing that because of the premonition, they knew what was going to happen, so they prepared countermeasures to prevent it. Robin managed to contain his power by saving any
fatal injuries. In an ongoing battle, the duo proceed to cut Validar down. After the battle, the mysterious black figure strains and takes on the look of Robin. They explain that they are Grima and possessed Robin from Lucina's future. Robin questions Grim's future, asking if they're not the same. Accepting this question as Robin's refusal to become a vessel of Grima, Future Grima
decides that it is not necessary, as they can perform the ritual again themselves, and continues to awaken the present Grima. When Chrome and Lucina leave the building, Robin quickly removes the Emblem from Validar's corpse. With the Emblem in hand, the Shepherds travel to Mount Prism to complete the Ritual of Awakening to finish off Grima once and for all. Chrome
completes the test and reveals The True Power of Falcion. Naga informs Chroma and Robin that Falcion, even with her blessing, can only put him in a 1,000-year-old dream. The only way for Grima to die is to be killed with her own hand. Naga points them to peak origins to confront Grima. Arriving at the top, Robin realizes that because they were supposed to be Grima's vessel,
they have the right to kill him. However, Naga warns them that if they do, they too will perish, as their heart is inexorably connected to Grima. Chrome refuses to let Robin sacrifice himself, but they are still considering going through it. The shepherds climb Grime into the back, but they are instantly struck by a spell that seriously weakens the army. Grima gives Robin the choice to
take The Power of Grima or die. Whatever their choice, Grima pulls Robin into a dark void and tells them after the merger that he will kill The Army chrome and greatly weaken Robin. Out of ideas and hope, Robin lies in despair. However, the sound pierces the darkness: the voices of the Army of Chrome, telling them to stand up and fight. To Grima's shock, Robin breaks out of
the void and reunites with the Shepherds. After Naga fully heals the army from the magic of the Pala Dragon, they encounter Grima. Two endings will take place based on Robin's choice: kill Grim with his hand or let Chrome finish Grima. If Robin allows Chrome to finish Grima, Grima returns to a deep sleep, only to wake up at a later time in the distant future. Feeling guilty only for
delaying the destruction of Grima, Chrome assures them that the whole army agrees with their choice. Robin's family, if she is married, comfort them and let them know that they have made the right choice. Chrome reminds them that even in the future humanity will be more than ready to face Omed the Dragon as they just did. If Robin decides to kill Grima, they will use The
Dragon's own power against him. True to Naga's words, Grima's destruction also leads to Robin disappearing. As the distraught army runs towards Robin, they thank everyone for standing them and pray that they will meet again in another life. The army is heartbroken, but everyone is confident that Robin will return. While everyone returns home to recover, Chrome and Lissa
travel the world in search of Robin. After an undisclosed period of time, Chrome and Lissa find Robin back in the box once again. As Robin wakes up and helps leave the land, the Grima brand no longer appears on their arm. Chrome greets his old friend back, letting them know that their ordeal is finally over. For years afterward, many historians, poets and bards did their best to
tell the story of Robin's actions, although their history and personality tended to be incompatible. If Robin is married, the only thing these stories agree on is their love for their spouse. Xenologues 1-12 At the end of the first twelve Xenologues, one of the heroes of the legend will talk to Robin, asking questions about them before joining the Army of Chrome. At the end of
Xenologue 1: Champions of Yore 1, Mart asks Robin if they have heard of him before. As the two chat, Marth will resemble someone who became his lifelong friend. Mart asks if Robin appreciates the victory over the life of a comrade. If they agree, March calls them the right tactic. He does not look at such a choice with a view, despite others who may view it as indifferent or cold,
knowing that such choices are born out of a kind of love. If not, Martha feels that they are good personalities. Mart himself believes that the life of his friends and comrades is as important as the victory itself. Sensing a special connection between Robin and himself, Mart asks to join their army and promises to one day take them to Altea to meet with all his comrades. At the end of
Xenologue 2: Champions of Yore 2, Roy asks Robin if they like the world they live in. If they can, Roy will seek to visit the world and wants to know all the good things about him from Robin. Eager to see it for himself, Roy asks to join the army. If they don't like their world, Roy is stunned to hear this, but suggests that war can make the world ugly. However, despite the war with
which he was associated, he never ceased to love his world. Roy promises to fight to get home one day, and hopes to bring Robin along with them. At the end of Xenologue 3: Champions of Yore 3, Mijaya asks Robin if they are resorting to behind-the-scenes strategies to save a friend. If they did, Mikaya laments that she had to make such decisions and as a result she was
ostracized by others. Mijaya apologizes for talking about her problems to a stranger and would like her to meet someone like them. If she is told no, Mikaya calls them a simple man; but warns that such a choice could cost them victory or, worse, the lives of their comrades. However, it refuses to knowing that she herself had resorted to such a choice and paid the price. Price. joins
the Shepherds and hopes that one day she will be able to bring them to her country. At the end of Xenologue 4: Lost Bloodlines 1 Leif, noticing the trace on Robin's hand, explains that in his world such signs are a sign of people who possess godlike abilities. He then asks Robin if they have such power. If they answer yes, Leif wonders what it's like to carry such force. However, he
is at odds if he would like to carry such power, given his father's legacy and the fact that his sister inherited the sign. If they say no, Leif wonders about Robin's talent source and asks them to tell him where their skills came from. Grateful for Robin's insight, Leif asks to join the Shepherds so that he too can become stronger. At the end of Xenologue 5: Lost Bloodlines 2, Robin asks
Alma about his Dread Fighter clothes and hears about the ruthless nature in alma world. He asks Robin if they sympathize with their enemies. If they say yes, Alm, a little surprised, expresses the hope that one day he will be able to see the world as they are. If they answer no, he agrees, saying that it is impossible not to fight the enemies when they have shone them. Noting how
easy it feels to talk to them, Amm asks him to join the Shepherds, ready to help the Chroma cause. At the end of Xenologue 6: Lost Bloodlines 3, Selif asks about Robin's brand on their hand. Selif asks because of his own brand - the one that cursed him with his father's death, the war with his half brother, and a host of other tragedies. Selif will ask Robin if they would throw their
brand away if they could. If they did, Selif feels that Robin lives a free life and wonders if he too could drop his brand. If they don't, Selif will be happy to know that they think the same way. Thanking them for their time, Selif offers to help the Shepherds whenever they need it. At the end of Xenologue 7: Smash Brothers 1, Elina feels bad that she and her forces attacked them,
noting that she had to listen to her heart at the beginning of the battle. Elincia asks if Robin serves as a impeccable ruler. If they say yes, Elincia will express jealousy, as she often doubts her actions as a birthright queen. If they say no, Elinchia will be surprised, though she admits that all rulers cannot be perfect. Elincia asks them to tell her more about the leaders of her world to
help her become the best queen for her kingdom. Grateful for their insight, Elincia asks to join the Shepherds in exchange for their wisdom. At the end of Xenologue 8: Smash Brothers 2, Eirika initially became thrilled when her intentions to join the army were misinterpreted as Robin's marriage proposal (because of her bride's outfit). Ayrika will tell her story about who sought help,
but was not the person she once knew. She wondered Robin if they would still trust a friend, even if they were to deceive you. If they say yes, Irika will warn them that they will be deceived and deceived, but are glad to know that there is someone who is as trusting as she is. If they answer no, Eirika will be surprised, but knows that Robin is being wise and honest. She asks them
for help so that she too can see through the lies of others. At the end of the conversation, Eirik will be happy to have met Robin and joined the Shepherds. At the end of Xenologue 9: Smash Brothers 3, Lin thinks Robin is the same tactician from her previous adventures, adding if they ever woke up in a strange place. Regardless of Robin's response, Leanne is still confident that
they are the same personality. She then tells them about meeting her on the Plains of Sake and fighting Eliwood and Hector, asking if they remember all this. If they say no, Lin will express a slight disappointment, but she still asks them to go to the army and see if they have her or not. If they answer yes, she will join without question, saying she is happy that they have been
reunited and promises to return them to Leachia to meet everyone again. At the same time, Lin promises her blade for them as before. At the end of Xenologue 10: Rogues and Redeemers 1, Ephraim asks about the warriors they encounter during Robin's travels. He asks if Robin likes to fight sometimes just to fight himself. If they answer yes, Ephraim felt that they felt that way
from their tactics in the previous fight. Since they share the same view, Ephraim asks for a bit of sparring and asks to join the army afterwards, seeing Robin as a new contender. If they answer no, Ephraim believes that because they are tactics, they should treat every fight impassively. Ephraim is interested in exploring the strategy of the battle for his future role as king of his
kingdom, and joins the army to learn from Robin for his future battles. At the end of Xenologue 11: Rogues and Redeemers 2, Celica speaks of Mile, which has the power to resurrect only a select number of people. Celica wondered if Robin would resurrect a loved one if they could. If so, Celica would lament her fallen companions during her travels and wished that she could
revive them, even if it went into a sedit under the laws of nature. She sympathizes with Robin, asking if they have lost someone dear to them. If they answered no, Celica would be a little surprised, but appreciates them for having such a strong character, as most will concede an opportunity when given. Choosing to move on from loss, she feels like Robin a virtuous and pious
figure. Intrigued by how they live like this, Celica asks to join the Shepherds. At the end of Xenologue 12: Rogues and Redeemers 3, Ike thanks Robin for their tactics and army in general for their strength. Hayk Robin, if the source of their power comes from the bonds they share with each other. If they answer yes, Ike remains impressed, saying that the army moved as if it were
one creature, something that Mart taught him during the battle. As a thank you for this understanding, he offers his services to the mercenary, free of charge, in exchange for the wisdom he received from Robin. If they say no, Ike is a little surprised, but he admits that he too does things that way. Ike feels that he is not a leader, despite having twice led both a group of mercenaries
and an army. Feeling that they are in sync, Ike offers to join the Shepherds. The future past of Grima arrives in Ylisstol just as North, Laurent, and Gerome return to give Lucina the Fiery Emblem. Barely killing the children, Naga sends Chroma and his army to protect them. After the near-murder of Grima, Chrome and his army are perverted back into their world by an invisible
force. It turns out that the future of Robin's past used the last of his powers and minds to bring back Chrome and his army, so they wouldn't kill him again. While Grima is happy to know that their one chance to stop him is gone, the eight remaining children arrive in Ylisstol with gems in hand. Lucina performs The Awakening and opens Falcion. Grima struggles to kill Lucina, but
Robin's will prevents him from moving, allowing Lucina to land the decisive blow and kill Grima. From Robin's last breath, they thank Lucin for ending all the suffering they have caused and apologizing to Morgan for having endured all their suffering. Six months later, twelve children meet again in a new peaceful future. Lucina looks up at the sky and wonders if her father can see
the world they have conquered. Chrome in the afterlife agrees that the world is what it should be, and asks Robin if they agree. Robin just smiles and agrees, now that they are in peace from the grip of the Pala Dragon. In addition, if some of the children are killed, Grima will try to kill Chrome and his army, but Robin manages to regain control of their body and teleport them back to
Naga. After that, Robin, still wielding their body, will tell Lucina how helpless they were, killing her father, much of humanity and killing her friends, whom she sent to find the gems. They tell her that because Grima is weakened, they can express their opinion completely, and despite Lucina's protests to free most of them, they refuse, claiming that he and Grima are one. They tell
her to complete the Awakening so they can finally die, and leave because of their wounds to go to sleep. Fire Emblem Fates Male Robin makes an appearance in Destiny and demands that his amiibo be playable. His appearance of him waking up in my castle, wondering what had happened to him. He thanks. Corrina for waking him up and introducing himself to them. his
experience in Super Smash Bros, wondering if he was running other fighters, or if he was running himself but unable to remember. He expresses his embarrassment for being found in a daze a second time, and asks for the name of Corrina, and then declares that this name he will remember. To express his gratitude, he offers Corrina two accessories; his own collection of books
(which Robin likes to use to develop strategies) and a feather dragon, which he does not remember owning. Once the player chooses one, Robin wonders if the two of them lead a similar existence, something he says he would leave to explore the different strategies and new things about the world he found himself in. He then challenges them to fight him in a battle of tactics and
tells them not to rush until they come up with a good plan. Before the fight Robin claims that he thought about numerous strategies for their fight and became very excited in the process. He recalls the world of Super Smash Bros, a world where physical force has triumphed over tactics, and he is looking forward to the tactics that Corrine will use on it. The three children seemingly
recognize Robin based on his clothes before most children believe he is not a Chromagh tactician, with Selena directly chiding him for being an impostor; seemingly pointing out that he really isn't the same tactic from The Awakening, but a facsimile of the world of Super Smash Bros. as the kids seem to be saying the same thing about Amiibo Lucina. After the battle, Robin
comments on Corrina's skills and as he wonders if the two of them cite a similar experience, he also says they have outdone him as well. As a result, he asks to join Corrin's party, stating that he would like the two to learn from each other, and that he is also a capable fighter. Corrine agrees and wants everyone to fight together with Robin. Robin thanks them, recalling a distant,
happy memory of how he fought alongside his own group of allies, alluding to his role in The Awakening. Robin is then made into a playable character and joins Corrina's army for the duration of the story. Robin's personal story is shrouded in mystery, making them the greatest mystery of the Shepherds. Despite this, Robin's skill in warfare tactics is unparalleled, allowing them to
lead the Army of Chrome to victory over opposing forces more in number and perhaps even experience. They are very inventive, creating strategies on the fly and even whipping up crazy plans or new warfare tactics from pure Because of their strategic thinking, Robin is very astute to the feelings of others, and can find out the source of most people's inner turmoil in the matter of
several important conversations. Tiki notes that Robin is remarkably similar to March, because of their charismatic nature and ability to be friends with everyone they meet. Robin is an avid reader of books. They have a penchant for stories, but they are also a fan of reading novels as well. While friendly, they tend to get annoyed about the antics of some of the more colorful actors.
They tend to care about the well-being of everyone in the military, not just Chrome. For example, Male Robin is deeply concerned about Basilio's well-being when he admits that he made up his mind only outside the castle walls. Although modest due to their fault, they are somewhat proud of their tactical abilities. When Virion repeatedly betters them in the strategy tincture game,
Robin is absolutely dejected and then assumes that Virion must be the one to lead the army. They firmly believe in the concept of forming ties in the army, believing that these ties make them stronger than if they were to fight separately. Outside of battle, though, Robin is actually very shy: They often feel insecure about their cooking skills, some of the novels they feel inadequate
compared to other love interests, and even in Paralogue 22, after being guided by shepherds through countless battles, they still reflect on whether they belong with Chrom and his fellow shepherds. When it was later revealed that Robin was born with the intention of becoming a vessel for Grima herself, they become incredibly contradictory and lost, wondering whether they
should be trusted more. However, through the connections they forged with Chrome and the Shepherds, they help them realize that they are not in control of this destiny, allowing them to prevent the tragic fate of the world. Other parts of their personality, though, depend on the player: they can be either incredibly selfless or someone who seeks to stay alive for the sake of others
depending on the choice at key moments in history. In the game Fire Emblem Awakening Base Stats depends on the best and worst stats chosen when creating Robin. Health Selected as Best/Worst Stat: No 5/-3 Luck Selected as Best/Worst Stat: No 4/-2 All Other Statistics Selected as Best/Worst Stat: No 2/-1 HP Str Mag Growth Rates Skl Spd Lck Def Res 80%% 55%%
50%50%% 55%40% 30% depends on the best and worst statistics picked up when creating Robin. Max Stat Modifiers Robin Max Stat Modifiers depends on their choice of what the player has chosen as their asset and lack of statistics. Statistics chosen as their asset will increase these statistics and a number of others. Statistics selected as their flaw will drop that statistic max
stat along with a few others. HP will not have a higher or lower cover if it is their asset or or Stats: Support See also: Robin/Men Awakening Supports, Robin/Awakening Women supports Robin is unique, as they can support with every character in the game, including characters like Aversa or Walhart who can't form any other supports with other characters. Robin can also marry
(S-Support) with any opposite gender character, including characters who cannot marry other characters and children's characters (except Morgan). Robins could be Lucina's potential mother. Robins men can be a potential father to all other children. Regardless of gender, married Robin will produce Morgan, whose gender is opposite to Robin. The class sets out a general
subjective: The next part of this article is based on the editor's personal experience and opinions, and therefore cannot be applicable to all readers. Robin's basic class, like Chrome, is one of the most important characters, and falling into battle leads to the game being finished. However, unlike Chrome, Robin is not mandatory for chapters of battles, except for Foreboding,
Prologue, and Chapters 1, 2 and 23. It is imperative that Robin be paired at all times because of the veteran, which will lead to faster level ups and makes the class and skill grinding much faster. The effects of the veteran are so pronounced that, even in Lunatic mode, Robin can easily surpass the enemy army and quickly establish an irresistible statistical lead that persists up to
about Chapter 19. Assessing Robin's performance is a little more difficult, as each player will choose a unique combination of assets and lack of statistics, although with sufficient training they will become a capable unit regardless of the asset and disadvantage selected. However, the tactical class has almost flat stats across the board without factoring in assets and flaws, making
them perfectly good taskmasters, allowing them to fill roles during battles when they are needed. Offensively, they have access to swords and volumes, allowing them to exploit enemy defensive weaknesses statistics. However, despite the use of volumes, they are not considered units of the magician and have fines for moving on sand maps. As a grandmaster, Robin becomes
much stronger and more formidable than a few, and should be their base class. They get the opportunity to use Ignis, which is a very useful fighting skill because of the fair strength of Robin and Magic Caps of about 40 for each. With its high activation rate, on top of the GM's ability to use swords and volumes, Robin can cause tremendous damage. Robin also has one of the best
rally skills, Rally Spectrum, making them a very capable unit for rally/defensive games, given that they collect other rally skills from other classes, resulting in a very formidable rally unit. same as in their basic class, Grandmaster Robin is the perfect taskmaster, and can get any job effectively with the right skill set. However, if you are looking for a more specialized role for It is best
to venture into another class. Reclassing Robin has the ability to reclassify all regular classes with their gender permits, allowing players to explore different classes and potentially leave Robin outside their tactical class. With their wide pool class, it also means they can learn a huge variety of skills to suit a player's style of play. In doing so, Robin can make a completely unique
build of skills for certain classes that no other unit in the game can achieve, except for SpotPass, DLC characters, and Morgan and their siblings, who may also be perhaps more versatile in skills than even Robin depending on who they marry or what Robin chooses to pass on. Due to the fact that Robin has the ability to reclassify almost all classes and gain almost all the skills,
they are considered one of the best units in the game because they can serve as a taskmaster according to the player style. The player is free to customize their robin to become what they want from the support unit, offensive unit, and even rally unit. Inheritance Robin, because of their ability to marry all the characters, may have several children. Regardless of gender they will
always have Morgan as their child and they inherit Robin's ability to reclassify in all gender-appropriate classes. If Robin forms S-Support with another character with his own child character, that child will also inherit the ability to reclassify all relevant gender classes. It is recommended that female Robin pass Galeforce Morgan because of the extreme usefulness of the skill for
cleaning the card, and for its exclusivity for women. Double support is another useful pass down if the woman's spouse Robin is a child character who has Galeforce. For Lucina, it doesn't matter what skills are transferred to her, since Lucina can reclassify in all Robin classes, although the veteran is a great starting skill for her to inherit to enhance her ability to level and will be
guaranteed skill in Robin's pool skills when Lucina is mandatorily recruited. Robin's man must pass on any skill learned from the fighter or the barbaric lines of Morgan or their other daughters because these classes will not be inherited. There is no skill that is 100% recommended, although usually the counter and Axefaire are considered the best of the set. However, you can also
have a male robin pass down Rally Power, which will allow his daughter (s) to be able to possess every rally skill in the game, making them the perfect rally support units. However, the skills transferred must be to improve Morgan and her sisters or satisfy the player's tastes. As is the case with Lucina, the skills that Robin's sons don't matter, as they'll still be able to retrain in all his
classes. Given that all Robin's male children can be recruited anytime after Chapter 13, Robin's man can pass down skill they player wants his sons at any moment. Fire Emblem Destiny Base Stats Growth Rates HP Str Mag Skl Spd Lck Def Res 45% 45% 55% 60% 35% 25% 30% 55% Max Stat Modifiers 45%Str Mag Skl Spd Luk Def Res 0 No2 0 0 -1 -1 No1 Fire Emblem Echo:
Shadows of Valentia Illusory likeness of Robin can be caused through the connection of Robin Amiibo with the wheel of Mila. Basic Stats Fire Emblem Heroes Mal Robin High Deliverer tactics Ylisse and close ally of Chrome. Lost the memory of his life before meeting Chrome. Appears in the Awakening of the Emblem of Fire. Rarity Basic Stats: Skills are generally subjective: The
next part of this article is based on the editor's personal experience and opinions, and therefore may not be applicable to all readers. The base set of Male Robin has one of the most unusual stats for Users of Tome, as his Atk, Spd, and Def all sit at an average of 29 for 5-star and only his res training behind at 22. Its Def in particular is surprisingly cumbersome for a magician and
easily is one of the highest for one. While jack-of-all deals, it is not outstanding in any particular role other than to be an anti-meta unit to deal with specific units. Most notably his Bl'rraven volume, which inflicts lucrative damage from colorless units, allows him to fight the likes of Brave Lin with the help of his decent Def. He later got a Tactical Bolt that supports the Blaraveen effect,
but with a big ask and clarification that essentially gives him the Rainbow Tactics effect, boosting the stats of his allies who are close to him. His naturally high Def compliments his innate special bonfire skills. Defiant Speed increases its speed when low on health, but it does not have the bulk to use it or speed to make it very meaningful. Spur Defense gives help to allies and is a
decent C skill for him to keep. Overall, Male Robin serves as an anti-meta unit as its dual color advantage is a unique feature that he maintained from the beginning. Robin's counters don't particularly struggle just in their normal form, but at the same time, he doesn't succeed against the majority. The standard weakness for Robin will be most green units in the meta, especially
those packing the Far Counter. Many common blue and green magicians are also easy to resist it including Reinhardt, L'Arachel, Nino, Summer Eliza, and Gunnthr. Robin's main niche is to use his colorless advantage against the colorless so any colorless block running Cancellation Affinity removes this specialty. Finally Fae and Fallen Man Robin can easily take care of him with
their huge weight and benefits. Skills Inheritance Options Male Robin is best suited exclusively to anti-meth units and can work well in lure a unit in the enemy phase against any non-green block. Its comprehensiveness limits its overall effectiveness, but in the event of a promotion, it can serve as a competent counterpick. Perposition and drawing two two Support skills that he can
use to succeed while he is synergy with his team. The Adept Triangle gives him a huge boost to his weapon Advantage Damage and can stop the likes of Brave Lin and the most dazzling Colorless staff like Maribell and Brave Veronica, reducing their damage and returning the benefit to their turn. Fast Riposte helps solve his low speed and allow him to score extra attacks while
baiting target units. Finally, the supporting driving skills will stack on top of Bolt's tactical refinement, making them a solid choice for his C. Fell Reincarnation Ylissean tactics with robin's body and soul ruled by Fallen Dragon, Grima. Appears in the Awakening of the Emblem of Fire. Rarity's Basic Statistics: ✯✯✯✯✯ Skills are generally subjective: The next part of this article is
based on the editor's personal experience and opinions, and therefore may not be applicable to all readers. Base set as the first armored Dragon unit, Fallen Robin emerges as a powerful unit; It has an exceptional physical and magical volume and an outstanding ATK stat, being associated with units such as Effie and Winter Chrom for the highest attack in the game. This force
combined with its personal weapon Breath Exhale, which serves as an updated version of Lightning Breath; With the ability to withstand regardless of the distance and purpose of the lower part of the defense and resistance of a number of units without special cooling punishment, Fallen Robin serves as a very powerful counter for range units such as bow units and magicians.
Fallen Robin is also the first permanent unit that has a Vengeful Fighter that guarantees it a follow-up attack and a special cooling charge during the enemy phase, and is extremely useful for charging specials such as his default Ignis, which scales its high DEF for massive damage. Fallen Robin also possesses Ward Dragons, which provides additional DEF and RES dragon units
in two spaces that can be very useful. Finally, as an armored dragon dropped Robin can take advantage of the armor and dragon lovers. Robin's greatest weakness stems from being an armored Dragon: he has low mobility of armored units and has a weakness for armored weapons such as Armorslayer and effective dragon weapons such as Naga and Falchion, the latter
extremely effective because of its inherent color advantage, making Marth, Chromina and Alm very tough counters. Robin's lowest statistic is his SPD, which, while unimportant when working with the Vengeful Fighter, makes it easily doubled. Inheriting skills with the skill of Inheritance, Robin can easily become one of the most feared two phase units in the game. For Assist, Swap
or can help him give more mobility and somewhat ease his poor mobility. For its special, the bonfire can replace Ignis for faster cooling due to lower scaling, or the ether can provide provide healing through longer cooling. His best skill is Steady/Breath, as it allows him to create his special quickly in the enemy phase, but a budget option such as the Svalinn Shield can help nullify
his armor weakness. The bold fighter is undoubtedly his best B skill, as it guarantees him a subsequent attack in the player phase while charging his Special. Finally, armor March allows it to move extra space when next to an armored ally, making the skill invaluable in armored teams. Female Robin Mystery Tactics Iless and a close ally of Chrome. Lost the memory of his life
before meeting Chrome. Appears in the Awakening of the Emblem of Fire. Rarity Basic Stats: Skills are generally subjective: The next part of this article is based on the editor's personal experience and opinions, and therefore may not be applicable to all readers. The basic set of female Robin is essentially a green version of male Robin, having averaged 29 for all stats to keep her
22 Res. She packs Gronnwolf, allowing her to be an anti-cavalry unit, especially when refined by Keane Gronnwolf to deny cavalry bonuses on top of effective damages to the likes of Reinhardt and Brave Lin. She later got a new weapon, Tactical Gail, further pushed her into the role of a green version of male Robin, since she now has a strong Grovnraven volume with the
Rainbow Tactics effect to clarify, making her a great favorable unit while counteracting two types of color. She is an Ignis who is slow but works with her service defense, causing resistance, patching her low resistance when lower on health, and B Tomebreaker, stealing any blue magicians attempt to follow the windows while she uses it. Like a carbon copy of male robin, it is an
anti-meta unit that excels against two colors. However, she may not be a stat adjusted with Boone or Bane as her main colleague may, which is a small drawback, but she can still work with her flexible base as is. Counters It is against the likes of any red block, especially when running against common threats seen in arenas. Whether they are offensive or defensive counters,
Robin's woman will fight against the likes of these units. While it can withstand all colorless units, it loses this advantage if they work Cancel Affinity, which appear on some units, but not always as it is usually a predictive set on their part rather than yours. The Skills Of Inheritance Options female Robin follows her male counterpart as a counterpick to high levels of meta-threats and
thus works similar skils. Reposition and Draw Back are two useful support skills that she can use for success while she synergys with her team. Fire Faster when trading raw damage, taking/performing another attack to charge it. Triangle Adept gives her a huge boost to her weapon advantage damage and can stop the likes of Brave Lin and the most dazzling staff like Maribelle
and Brave Veronica, reducing their damage and returning the favor to their turn. Fast Riposte helps solve her low speed and allow her to score extra attacks while baiting target units. Finally, the supporting driving skills will stack up on top of Gail's tactical refinement, making them a firm choice for her skill C. Fell ship Ylissean tactics Robin with body and soul ruled by Fallen
Dragon, Grima. Rarity's Basic Statistics: ✯✯✯✯✯ Skills are generally subjective: The next part of this article is based on the editor's personal experience and opinions, and therefore may not be applicable to all readers. The basic set of Legendary Robin is the 5th legendary hero introduced to Heroes and carries the honor of being the first user of colorful breathing. Unlike his male
colleague Fallen, Legendary Robin is a flying unit and trades crude power for balanced distribution. In addition, because of its colorless weapon, it does not obey the Triangle of Arms, which is both an advantage and a detriment of its offensive ability. While she is a flying unit, she owns Dragonskin, which denies its flying weakness as well as providing Def/Res on offense.
Repealing Affinity removes the damage to the advantage of the weapon from the Crow's volumes. Smoke Resistance reduces enemy resistance in two spaces from it by 7, leading to more powerful attacks from it. Overall, Legendary Robin is a powerful unit, especially when on a flying team where she can enjoy boosts from her skills and can help more in that team rather than on
the Dragon Team. Counters As a Breath user, Legendary Robin is extremely vulnerable to breathing effective weapons such as the myriad users of Falchion and Julia and Deirdre in Naga Volumes. While she's undoing affinity in her base kit, many of her preferred sets don't run the skill, making her vulnerable to Raven volumes. Finally, many dazzling personnel and Firesweep
weapons deny her counterattacking ability. The Legendary Robin Inheritance Skills requires very little external inheritance from its basic kit, making it a very affordable unit to create. Lack of support skills, reposition or draw back works well with its flying nature. The bonfire serves her well, although Moonbow is a good alternative to protecting stat shaving when attacking high-
character defenses. Her slot B skill is best replaced by Fast Riposte as it works best as a counter unit and although it has respectable speed, Fast Riposte will provide a double attack against the fastest units. Fire Emblem Warriors Base Stats Supports See also: Robin / Warriors Supports Corrine Rowan Hader Tiki Leo Chrome Anna Lin Niles Tharja Awakening Quotes Watch
Home Article: Robin / Citations. Fate Main article: Robin/ Destiny Quotes. Heroes see the main article: Robin / Heroes quotes. Warriors See Home Article: Robin/Warriors Quotes. Possible Endings Awakening Robin - High Deliverer (聖王軍師 Sei's no Gunshi Gunshi Military Adviser of the Holy King) The legendary exploits of Robin filled many sagas and pleased children, hungry
for a dashing story of heroism. But what does a man/woman actually like? ... Few still live who remember. Married to Robin Many wrote about the legendary exploits of Robin, but stories about their origin and character changed. Scientists, poets and bards agreed on one thing alone - he loved his wife/her husband (wife), above all. Super Smash Bros. Robin Series Brings
Thunder! - Robin introduction of an advertisement. Robin from Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U Robin (Reflet in Japanese version and Daraen in Spanish, French, German and Italian versions), as well as their default appearance in The Awakening, is a newcomer character in Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U. David Vincent and Yoshimasa Hosoya
reprise their roles as Male Robin while Lauren Landa As in Fire Emotion Awakening, Robin fights with various volumes and usually wields a bronze sword at the beginning of the match. Robin will change his Bronze Sword into Levin's Sword whenever they perform a Smash attack or an air attack. Levin's sword has stronger strokes and has an electric effect. However, as a hint of
the durability of the weapon, Levin's Sword will break after 8 attacks, regardless of whether they hit the enemy or not. Once he breaks Robin will reequip their bronze sword. The player will have to wait 6 seconds before Robin equips Levin's new sword after each break. Their volumes are distributed to a special traffic entrance and the last special movement used will change that
Robin currently equipped, however this is simply aesthetic. However, each volume has a point of durability as well and will break after a certain number of applications. Once broken, Robin will have to wait a certain amount of time before they will equip a new volume, meaning that they will temporarily not have access to this special step until they can purchase a replacement.
Once either Levine Sword Robin or his various volumes have run out of use, they will automatically abandon him behind them and they will disappear a second after he bounces off the ground. You can capture them before disappearing and discard the sword or Tom will become one hit throwing a projectile. Super Smash Bros. for 3DS and Wii U Tactical Magician - Robin Aliases
on The Punch-Out Stage. Robin makes their first appearance in the Smash franchise in Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U Super Smash Bros. Ultimate Male Robin in Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. Robin returns to Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. As with Smash 4, Robin plays both in her men's and women's performances by default. As an additional update, their health
sensor now displays the weapon's durability meter to show how many customs they have Sword and individual individual eat before they are discarded. Special Moveset Regular Special: Thunder is a charged special move and the properties of the attack will change the longer it charges. The charge can be stored for longer use using the shield button. The Thunder has a total of
20 points of strength, but each version of the Thunder uses a different number of points. Robin can still use different forms of Thunder, even if there aren't enough strength points to use it. For example, if Robin attacks twice with Thoron, they can still shoot another Thoron with the same potency as the first two, but that will still break after with no penalties for the recovery time of
the volume. After resetting the book, it will regenerate in 10 seconds, no matter which version of the attack is used. Thunder: Without charge, Robin shoots a short-range, small ball of electricity that makes minor damage and reels the enemy. The Thunder uses one durability point. If there is no aura around Robin's Smash 4 or the aura around them blue in Ultimate, this will move
they will use. Elthunder: Charging for a short period will change the transition to a slightly larger and faster ball of electricity, which also travels a little further. Elthunder uses 3 durability points. If the aura around Robin's Smash 4 or the aura turns yellow in Ultimate, this will be the step they will use. Arcthunder: Charging it even longer until the electric aura around Robin becomes
red increases as Smash 4 and Ultimate adds even more range and speed, although there is a slight delay on the cast. If the move connects, the enemy is temporarily captured and damaged by a spell. This move uses 5 durability points. Thoron: With a full charge, the attack is manifested as a fast and powerful horizontal bolt of lightning that can hit several enemies. Thoron uses 8
durability points. Custom Standard Special 1: Thunder: Thunder and its variations of the deal increase the damage and has a higher rollback and has the same overall effect attached to their base form. Each movement consumes more durability points and takes longer to charge each stage than its base shape. It also has fewer durability points, only having 10. The Thunder will
use 1 point strength Elthunder will use 2.5 points of durability Arcthunder will use 4.5 point strength Thoron will use 10 durability points. Custom Standard Special 2: Speed Thunder: Speed Thunder charges faster than its standard version, but has less rollback and reduced damage. Each move consumes the same number of durability points as the base shape. Side Special:
Arcfire: Robin launches a fireball with a downward diagonal trajectory from above. Regardless of the Whether it connects to the enemy or the earth, he creates a pillar of fire, similar to Ness's PK Fire. Holding the A button at the end of Robin's standard combo, the combo will end with a small condensed explosion and will be Arcfire durability point. Arcfire can be used 6 times
before it has dried up from use. After giving up the book, it will regenerate in 10 seconds. Robin's animation attack is a reference to the casting pose of the magicians from Fire Emblem: The Binding Blade, Blazing Blade and the Sacred Stones. Custom Sides Special 1: Arcfire: This version launches a large fireball that explodes when it makes contact with the ground or enemy.
Custom Sides Special 2: Fire Wall: The Fire Wall causes the Arcfire flame to run vertically down in front of Robin and will only activate as soon as it hits the ground and won't hit any enemy characters until then. However, the post lasts longer than the basic form. Up Special: Elwind: Robin creates a wind blade and launches it underneath them. The wind blades will hurt any enemy
that comes into contact and will push them down when you run the robin up. Robin can launch a total of two Elwind blades before they are forced into a helpless state. In Smash 4 these blades have been launched straight down, while in Ultimate The Wind Blade can be at an angle, changing the direction in which they are moving. Elwind can be used nine times before it runs out
of use. After giving up the book, it will regenerate in 5 seconds. By rubbing the A button on Robin's standard combo, they will use one Elwind Durability point to finish their standard combo with a series of wind blades that end with a strong impact. Custom Up Special 1: Soaring Elwind: Robin fires a single wind blade beneath them, giving them a great vertical height, but almost no
horizontal. Custom Up Special 2: Gliding Elwind: Robin shoots the Elwind blade with a diagonal behind them, propelling them in the opposite direction. At the top of their ascent they can shoot another blade directly below them, but the second does not push them further. Down Special: Nosferatu: Robin traps an enemy that is within one length of the symbol of them. The move will
heal Robin a small part of their health if he connects. This is more effective if used on the enemy from behind. It can cause up to 25% damage and heal Robin up to 20% if it is used on the enemy front, and the attack from behind will heal up to 25%. Nosferatu is a grab move and can capture the enemy's shielding as well as capture in the air. Nosferatu can be used 4 times before it
runs out of use. After giving up the book, it will regenerate after 35 seconds. Custom Down Special 1: Far Nosferatu: Robin hits an opponent exactly three in length in front of them, but damage and healing are much less powerful. Custom Down Special 2: Goetia: Goetia has a wider area and slightly attracts enemies near the spell to the center. inflicts increased damage from the
form of the base, however it does not have a healing effect. Final Smash: Couple Up: Couple Up is Robin's Ultimate Smash. Robin summons Chrome to the stage and Chrome Chrome rushes about a quarter of a distance to the final destination right in front of Robin. If the move connects, chrom's Critical/Skill cutout will flash on the screen, and all enemies with which Chrome is
connected, are launched into the air and remain helpless. The duo will then command against the goal (s) with Chrome attacking several times with his Falchion while Robin throws a flurry of spells. The finishing move has Chrome and Robin equipped with Bolganone, spiking the enemy to the ground. If Pair Up connects, Robin Levin's Sword and Tomes will return to full strength.
3DS Information Type Description Robin This is a robin man, your avatar in Fire Emblem Awakening. The purpose of this adventure doesn't change much because of your gender choices, but Robin's marriage options do. In Smash Bros., Robin brings powerful magic and swordplay to bear. It may exhaust its moves, but they will be restored over time. Magic Robin (Alt.) Robin is
powerful, but she has limited use before needing to recharge. Thunder can be recharged in stages, thoron will be on maximum charge, will get damage and speed with its charge. Arcfire creates a pillar of flame, perfect for fighting the edge of a clinging enemy. Wii U Information Type Image Description Robin This is Robin's male avatar in Fire Emblem Awakening. The purpose of
this game doesn't change much because of your gender choices, but Robin hairstyle options do. In Smash Bros., Robin brings powerful magic and swordplay to bear. It may exhaust its moves, but they will be restored over time. Magic Robin (Alt.) Robin is powerful, but she has limited use before needing to recharge. Thunder can be recharged in stages, will become Thoron on
maximum charge, and gets damage and speed with its charge. Arcfire creates a pillar of flame, perfect for fighting the edge of a clinging enemy. Join up as a pair up feature in the awakening of the fire emblem that lets the two character attack the enemy directly, Smash Robin's final call Chrom, Prince Ylisse, to the battlefield. First, Chrome rushes forward, and if he hits him, Robin



joins him for a flawless combination of attacks. He can even catch several opponents at once! Paluten's Guide to Paluten is featured in Super Smash Bros. for Wii You and is similar to Kodek Snake in a brawl. Pete has a special conversation with Palutena and Viridi to comment on one of Pete's opponents, giving him helpful advice about their strengths and weaknesses. This
feature is based on the numerous chapter dialogue in Kid Icarus: Rebellion. For Robin's version, Chrome makes a special appearance in it. Palutena: This is Robin - also known as Avatar. Pit: I wonder where Chrome is. Palutena: Who knows? I guess take a nap at home. Chrome: I'm not an idle layabout. Pit: Wow! Where do you come from?! Chrome: Robin is a qualified
strategist master of both the Levin Sword and the Magic. Of course, it's more useful than a simple fencer like me. There is no point in having two symbols that are pretty much carbon copies. Am I right? Chrome: Sorry?! Palutena: What's more, you don't have a movement to restore the airwaves like Ike does, do you? Chrome: Silently, you! Palutena: Heh Heh. Let's get back to the
topic at hand. Robin can only use Levin's sword and magic so many times. Use that limit to your advantage, Pete. Pit: Got it! This fight is in the bag! Chrome: I wouldn't be so sure. For Robin's Ultimate Smash, I plan on lending a hand. And then you'll taste the bitterness of defeat! Viridi: We know that you're trying to play a hero and everything, but you can only join if Robin gets a
Smash Ball, right? Chrome: You'll taste the bitterness of defeat! ... Right after Robin gets Smash Ball. Super Smash Bros. Ultimate Palutena Pit Guide: This guy/girl with a heavy look 'coat... Palutena: Robin. Oh yes. Friend Of Chrome! Viridi: Really? Just a friend of Chrome's? Pit: And his... Tactical... Man? Viridi: Seriously? Tactics. Palutena: Robin is a master tactician who can
use both Levin's volumes and swords. But Robin's attacks have limits on how many times they can be used. When Robin drops a sword or a book, it's time to be aggressive. Pit: Uh... Don't you think the master tactician will see that coming? Palutena: Probably, but the loss of Levin's sword puts Robin at a disadvantage, so do everything you can to capitalize. Other phenomena
code name: S.T.E.A.M. Code title: S.T.E.A.M. is compatible with four amiibo-specific fire emblem characters, Robin included. When scanning the game will appear S.T.E.A.M. version of Robin, which will allow you to use it as a game block. Robin can use a one that launches fireballs at distant enemies, and wields Levin's sword to attack at short range, which stuns enemies. His
special volume is Thoron, who launches an explosion that runs through all the enemies standing in its way. David Vincent and Yoshimasa Hosoya reprise their roles as Robin. Library Robin This young tactician has an aura of mystery, although to be fair, everything looks more mysterious in a robe. Robin's strategic insight corresponds only to the (unique?) ability to use the book to
conjure fire and lightning. We are blessed to have such a soldier. Milton on Robin Even among all the extraordinary members of the S.T.E.A.M. having an actual sorcerer on board feels supernatural and not putting. Interestingly, Robin strongly rejects this name, saying something about the wrong class. For some reason I don't think we use the word in the same way... Super Mario
Maker Robin Appears in Super Mario Maker as mystery mushroom character. It is unlocked either by completing the 100 Mario Challenge or scanning Robin amiibo. Fiery Emblem and (Cipher) Robin is illustrated in a trading map map Fire Emblem Cipher with the following cards: Uses Robin Robin's women already a relatively small number of cards in the Cipher then split into two
groups, one for Robin's men and one for Robin's women, making it difficult to use either Robin as the main character due to the difficulty of drawing the promoted versions you need for late play games. Robin's woman has four cards, two from series 1 and two from series 8. Its S1 Cost 1 card benefits 10 ATK as long as you have fewer balls than your opponent, and owns Mark's
Support Emblem, which allows you to move the enemy unit if your attacking unit was also a blue card. Its S8 Cost 1, meanwhile, gets 10 ATK to rotate the first time you lose orb, making it a little harder for your opponent to take a few balls in the same turn with a robin woman like your MC. This robin woman also uses the Emblem of Fate, which allows you to make one card and
then place one card out of your hand on top of the deck if your attacking unit was also a blue, useful support skill in the monochrome blue deck, given that most Robin cards have some changes adding the top card to your deck in the Orb area. The S1 Women's Robin 4/3 card has the skill of allowing you to move an enemy unit whenever you class a change unit, which is useful
along with support units that class changes other units with skills like Tiki, Chrome, or even Elincia for blue-green decks. It also carries the skill of allowing you to add the top card of your deck to the Orb area if you have fewer balls than your opponent, however, this skill is less useful than the Orb-adding Skills Male Robin Card, as is the CCS, requiring the female robin to be class-
changed to activate, and also requires you to Flip 3 Bonds, the total cost for most of the skills to rally on Lord Class characters in robin's S8 4/3 card is perhaps the most useful of her set, allowing you to look at all your balls at any time during your action phase, destroy one of your balls once in turn to add a card from the bond zone in the Orb area, and Flip 1 Bond once turn to
make 2 cards and discard 2 cards that makes it a useful toolkit-style card that can easily customize for a tiki class-change from hand or Chrom's Class-Change-from-Retreat Skills, and then add an inverted Bond to the Orb area, making it a less crippling Bond copy of your MC as you can add it to your orbs later. Robin Mal Robin's male received one card less than the female
Robin, with three cards instead of four. Its promo card Cost 2 is very simple, allowing you to add the top card of your deck to your Orb area when it is deployed as long as you have fewer balls than your opponent. Its cost of 1 HN card allows you to add a top card deck in the Orb area, if you have fewer balls and it has been sent to the retreat from your hand or deck skills of your
opponent, making it a decent way to make deck deck about making you give up cards to think twice. Its 4/3 SR card allows you to give a small boost in attack for all your units to rotate along with Robin's signature adding a card to the Orb area as long as you're behind on orbs, only this one adds a map from your hand that allows you to add a copy of your main character to keep it
from being discarded by the enemy skill. This Rally Mastery is also cheaper than almost all other rally skills in TCG, and only Ike is holding a cheaper rally. His other ability allows you to destroy one sphere when he defeats the enemy in battle to add one card from your hand to the Orb area. This skill is unique among Robin's many Orb-adding Skills in that you don't have to be
behind on the balls, you just need to have at least one already out there, again a useful skill to keep your opponent from discarding copies of your main character. Overall, Robin fills an interesting and useful niche in The Cipher with his/her Orb regeneration, but it would probably be better if they didn't divide the cards into separate male and female categories, instead of having a
card featuring both Robins on them. Etymology in Hindu mythology, Wikipedia: Avatar is a terrestrial manifestation of a deity. This term is commonly used to refer to an entity representing a player in a video game. The default English name Robin, Robin, can mean bright, famous and smart. This may refer to their gift for strategy. This androgynous name is probably chosen
because the player can choose to create a male or female Avatar. Robin originated as a diminutive Robert. Another possible meaning for Robin is the bird species. The Japanese default name, Reflet, is French for reflection, presumably due to how Robin is designed to reflect the player. By default is a non-English European name, Daraen is an anagram of the Italian name Andrea,
a name that can be used for men or women. Trivia Robin, also the Japanese name of the playable character from the Gaiden fire emblem and its remake, Echoes of the Fire Emblem: Valentia Shadows. With 2 floors, 3 heights, 5 unique face styles for each body type, 5 hairstyles, and 20 possible hair colors, Robin has a whopping 3,000 possible appearances. This makes them the
second most customizable character in terms of appearance. Combat models for all Outrealm characters except Marth are created from the same collection of avatar customization pieces used to customize Robin. In the Japanese version of The Awakening, Robin had the option of not having a voice at all. The game dialogue involving Robin will be written as ellipses (......!, etc.)
and the rest of the script has been rewritten for placement. This was removed in an international release. SpotPass and StreetPass characters use ellipses during The Up level and some Event Tile quotes, for those that find the elements. Robin finished 2nd in the women's and 3rd men's for Fire Emblem Awakening Character Popularity Polls in Japan. Robin's man was ranked 8th
among men in the Fire Emblem Heroes Choose Your Legends popularity poll with 14,149 votes. For women, Robin was ranked 11th among women with 10,387 votes. Sleeves Robin Tactics and Grandmaster eye outfits that resemble those that are on Mark Grima and the same markings on Validar's pants, further hinting at their connection. Yoshimasa Hosoya and Miyuki
Sawashiro, voices for male and female Robin respectively in the Japanese version also voices male and female Morgan respectively. One of the English voices of Men Robin (Chris Smith) also voices Yarne, Slayde from Echoes: Shadows of Valentia, and Reinhardt, Legion and Seth in Fire Emblem Heroes, while one of the female voices robin (Michelle Ruff) voices Noir, as well
as Soleil from Fire Emblem Fates in her appearance in Heroes. David Vincent, one of the English voices of Robin's Men, also voices Michalis (from Fire Emblem: Mystery of the Emblem) in his appearance in Heroes. Japanese actress Robin, Miyuki Savashiro, also voices Camilla. The Japanese voice of the actor, Yoshimasa Hosoya, also voices Shigure. Lauren Landa, one of
Robin's English women voices, also voices Sheena from Mystery of the Emblem in her appearance in Heroes, as well as Yuzu from Fire Emblem 0 (Cipher) in her appearance in Echoes: Shadows of Valentia. Robin's man has the highest number of conversations supporting the Awakening with 59 different supports (47 regular/romantic and 12 children's conversations). Rajat's
dialogue in the Japanese version of Fire Emblem Fates implies that Robin is Corrine's reincarnation in her support with Corrin. Female Robin is the only character whose hair color cannot be passed on to her children. If a player creates his Avatar with a scar or eye, this function is reflected between their left and right portraits of the characters. Robin's official render for Super
Smash Bros. 3DS and Wii U has both robin floors equipped with Levine Sword. Male Robin has Thunder Volume while robin's woman owns the Volume Elwind. In Super Smash Bros. 3DS and Wii U, Robin uses Nosferatu Tome, even though they usually can't own it as a tactician. Robin's name in the German version of Super Smash Bros. 3DS and Wii U (Daraen) differs from his
default name in the German version of Awakening (Robin). Strange Robin was named Daraen on the German website Awakening, too. Curiously, the announcement of the trailer in the German version of nintendo e-Shop is called Lucina and Robin. The trailer for Pokemon newcomers is correctly translated into their German names, indicating that Robin or Daraen may appear as
Robin's name in the final German release version of Smash Bros. 3DS and Wii U. In the final German version of both games, it is named His name is still Daraen in Fire Emblem Heroes. Robin is the only gaming unit in Awakening not to have an official work of art aside from their in-game portrait. They are also the only Avatar unit that has no official works of art other than their in-
game portraits. Robin amiibo Hero Battle Team in Destiny is based on Robin's very first allies from The Force Awakens: The Mercenary (paired with Robin): Chrom Shrine Maiden: Lissa the Great Knight: If Robin is recruited and runs an arsenal in fortunes, he will remark as the weapons don't wear out over time. This nod to the fact Destiny is the second game in the series to not
have the standard strength of the weapon after Fire Emblem Gaiden. It's also a blow to his Super Smash Bros character, who cycles through the weapons as their durability betrays. In Heroes, Male Robin is the only Avatar division to have call animation as well as the ultimate boss of Tempest Trials. In Heroes, Female Robin is the only Avatar unit to be the Great Hero. In Heroes,
the female Robin the Great Hero Battle Card is based on The Awakening of Paralog 12. In Warriors, Female Robin is one of two Avatar units that will be unlocked in story mode. The other is Male Corrine. It also makes it the only unit to be unlocked in history mode that is not a unit of the Lord. Robin's Woman is the only Game Fire Emblem character in Super Smash Bros. for
Nintendo 3DS and Wii U that has no amiibo itself. According to Naga and Tiki in Awakening and the younger Tiki at the Warriors, Robin's power resembles their own. Presumably, this is due to the fact that Grima was created from the blood of the Divine Dragon. Male Robin (Fell Reincarnation) is the winner of the 11th voting glove (Shadow in the Mirror) and the 22nd Voice Glove
(Destructive Force) in Heroes like Grima. The legendary Robin (F) was the first colorless dragon presented in Heroes, as well as the first colorless legendary hero presented in the game. This also makes it the first Avatar unit to be a legendary hero. For most of Robin's S-Support in Awakening, Id' (Serenity) plays instead the theme of marriage by default, an exception to that being
Cordelia and Riken. Gallery See the main article: Robin / Gallery. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted. fire emblem heroes christmas robin
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